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Very nice paper & wondeful dataset!

• Dataset:

– Representative sample: 10% of total Danish 

adult population, period 1997-2004.

– Large number of financial and socioeconomic 

background characteristics



Main Motivation

• A number of previous studies find that:

– women have a lower propensity to invest in 

financial assets than men

– once women do invest in financial assets, do they 

hold less risky portfolios

• Authors’ claim that these findings:

– “are artifacts of studies based on non-comprehensive

and selective data”



Second Motivation

• Most previous studies analyze the effect of 

marriage and divorce on financial market 

behaviour using cross-section data

• The authors explore this issue exploiting 

the panel structure of their data. Another 

nice feature of their data is the possibility 

of observing cohabitation as well as 

marriage.



3. Descriptive Statistics



4. Financial Market Participation



5. Portfolio Riskiness

• Issues

1. Selection issue: Lagged variables are used as 

instruments.

2. Which is the relevant measure: financial wealth or 

total wealth
– Results depend completely on this choice

3. It is not clear that results suggest that male have a 

less risky portfolio
– If we use financial wealth: single female have relatively less 

(more) stock (bonds) than single male (traditional result)

– Total wealth: Single male have relatively less stock and also 

relatively less bonds.



6. Asset Allocation and Moving 

Together

• Differences in differences Analysis

– The effect of “moving in”:

• Once we take into account self-selection, no 

significant effect

– The effect of “moving out”

• Substantial effect



6. Asset Allocation and Moving 

Together

• In some sense this might be a different 

paper

• It would be interesting to observe how 

wealth varies with marriage and divorce in 

order to understand better the results

• Technical minor question: are you 

controlling for individual fixed effects? If 

not, why not?



Other minor issues

• Related paper:

– Check Funk & Adams “Beyond the glass ceiling: 

Does gender matter?”

Examine gender differences at the executive level 

using data on board members in Sweden. They find 

that female directors are slightly more risk-loving than 

male directors.

• Typos:

– Page 10, next to last line, “married men hold a 

considerably lower…”. Or should it say “higher”?



Thank you!


